Time kills deals.

Dottid saves them.
Designed by and for CRE professionals, Dottid seeks to streamline
and simplify the leasing process. It’s a digital process management
solution that is revolutionizing the commercial real estate industry
through technology. The SaaS empowers owners, brokers, and
tenants to close more deals - faster and with lower costs - ultimately
creating a better customer experience for the tenant.

The Solution
One tool to organize deals, expedite transactions and accelerate time to revenue.

3,600
Files Uploaded in 2021

7,500
Completed Tasks in 2021

187

Completed Deals in 2021

Real-time Integration

+

Dottid’s full integration of Altus Group Limited’s ARGUS® Cloud platforms will provide cloudenabled ARGUS® Enterprise and Dottid customers with direct, real-time, easy-to-access data
that previously had to be maintained manually. The new platform connector will deliver
tremendous efficiency and transparency, giving customers an advantage in an already highly
competitive and volatile market.




Office

Industrial

Retail

uilt with your office
ownership and leasing team in
mind, gain real time insights
into occupancy, deal activity,
upcoming lease e pirations,
and vacant suites

Dottid ndustrial enables
stakeholders to track deals
and manage physical property
information such as dock
doors, clear heights, and trailer
parking details.

Created alongside leading retail
professionals, Dottid empowers
your retail leasing team to keep
track of uni ue tenant details
such as patio space, end caps,
and reserved parking.
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Testimonials

“In just 18 months, Dottid has increased our efficiency and enabled us to grow
our portfolio by 2.5x while still continuing our high level of service without the
need for additional personnel.”

-Joe Zylka // Director of Operations

“Dottid allows me to not only increase the quality of the data that is tracked,
but to streamline communication and remove redundancy by providing a
central database that works seamlessly with each team.”

-Mark De La Torre // Vice President

“We were looking for a more effective way to track our deal progressions for
each asset. The ability to export a leasing summary through Dottid is
important to us in order to provide color during our investor calls.”

-Luke Aviles // Leasing Agent

ROI

Key Benefits

Save Time, Save Money, & Drive Profitability


Shared Communication


Greater Visibility


Reduce siloed data and get everyone on

Real time updates, reports & notifications

the same page with the information you

give you deep visibility into the status of

need at your fingertips.

deliverables, allowing you to identify
bottlenecks and make informed decisions.

Save Time


Accelerate Time to Revenue


Time kills all deals. Reduce hours spent

Improve efficiency at every stage of the deal,

finding & distributing documents, so you

easily managing your workflow from initial

can spend less time tracking down deal

inquiry to tenant move-in, accelerating time

data and more time on growing your client

to revenue.

relationships.

Join Today’s CRE Leaders on Dottid

The single source of truth for CRE lease transactions.

Request a live demo at 


dottid.com

dottid.com/contact

